Why do I like [Kanopy]? I like browsing to and start watching the Business case studies, or the Environmental Science section, I can definitely use this for research purposes or help me with my homework's. I watched The Starbucks Experience I learned about its Marketing Strategy and Globalization effect it has. The interface is very user friendly and I can compare it to the Hulu interface. It is also up to date, I just watched a mini documentary from this year. I also like watching movies from Hong Kong and I found a variety of new films on here. If I were giving a choice between PBS and Kanopy, I would choose Kanopy. Unlike the commercial giant Netflix, Hulu, Amazon, and so on, Kanopy offers access options geared towards educational institutions and this is why I am required to review Kanopy for my course at my college. Kanopy has a catchy name it kind of sounds like if a Carrot and a Cannibal had a baby they would name it Kanopy.

How have I used [Kanopy]? I can use the documentaries in the Science section to help me with my course I am in about Cities and Sustainability. There are several documentaries that can help me for my class. I like watching these independently produced films.

How can I use [Kanopy]? I can use this in several ways, I can watch the documentaries in the environment section to learn about the devastating effect of the Hurricane Sandy had on New York City electricity and steam system. I can use Kanopy for leisure time and just watch things that make me happy. The layout is visually compelling and it will draw me more to this site in the future so who every created this I can tell he or she was not a boring individual.